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Adam Richmond is a Los Angeles-based, Canadian-
born comedian.  He has performed for more than a 
decade on shows like "Last Call with Carson Daly" 
and "Last Comic Standing" and in venues that 
include The Comedy Store, Icehouse, and Improv 
Comedy Clubs, not to mention venues throughout 
the United States and Canada. He has also 
participated three times in an Armed Forces Tour 
and Marine Corps Tour (MCCS), traveling to Japan, 
South Korea and Guam in the Asia Pacific to 
perform for the United States military making them 
laugh and reminding them of back  home.    

Adam is known for his high-energy performances, 
sharp wit and edgy comedic taste, with an almost 
larger than life stage presence.    

Adam has written and produced plenty of projects 
in LA and has done extensive voice over work with 
Disney. Adam has signed with one of the most influential VO talent agents in the business 
and recently filmed a guest role for a TV show on Nickelodeon.   

Additionally, Adam guides children who have comedic ambitions. Working alongside Collette 
Craan, founder of Standing Tall Comedy Kids and Teens, Adam has spent time writing jokes 
for young, aspiring entertainers, helping them perfect their comedic timing, punching up 
their delivery and most importantly, giving them the right material to boost their confidence. 

Adam understands what the big studios are looking for when it comes to young talent.  His 
work culminates when the children from Standing Tall Comedy Kids and Teens perform in 
two showcases each year, held at the Hollywood Improv and the Edgemar Centre. The young 
comedians take to the stage to perform their jokes and showcase their talent in front of a live 
crowd of their parents and friends. 

With veteran comedians like Adam Richmond taking the time to nurture the next generation, 
we can all rest assured that the future will be funny indeed. 

   Video link:  https://www.adamrichmondcomedy.com/videos.php   

 


